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Section I: Answer all the 17 questions SSmarks

O 1 . n cooling system contains 1Skg of water. Calculate the quantity of heat
gained Uy tfre water if its temperature rises from l2'C to 88'C on starting. 2marks

o2. what are the advantages of an electrically driven fan?

O3. By what can the corrosion of a material be influenced?

O4. What do you understand by case hardening?
O5. What are three ways in which the rod is attached to the piston?

O6. Explain the term LH Motronic.
OZ. How many times does the crankshaft turns while the camshaft turns once?

O8. a) What does the term " Engine efficiency " mean?
b) How can it be comPuted in two waYs?

O9. Name four technological properties of materials'

is hot?
15. What are the four basic systems that every engine must have?

10. A cross-sectional area (CSA) of the piston crown is 48.5cm2 and the stroke is12cm.

Calculate the swept vohrme of the cylinder and the capacity of the engine if it has six

cylinders. 4marks

11. Suppose an engine uses two V- belts to drive the water pump and alternator.
Is ii all right to replace only one belt if only one is worn? Why? 2marks

12. What important factors must be borne in mind when laying fuel lines? 4marks

13. a) How many valves does the radiator pressure cap have? 2marks
Ul Uow do they work? 2marks

14. What is likely to happen if the radiator cap is removed quickly when the engine

Smarks
Smarks
2marks
3marks
Smarks
lmark

Smarks
2marks
4marks

2marks
4marks

16. Name the four places on the automobile from which pollutants can come. Smarks

12. What are two parts that change the reciprocating motion of the piston to the rotary
motion of the crankshaft? 2marks

Section II: Choose and Answer any three (31 questions 3Omarks

18. Name ten important physical properties of materials. lomarks

19. a) What are the functions of the cylinder and the cylinder head? To what stresses are

the cylinder and the cylinder head exposed? 5marks
b) Which properties is the cylinder meant to have? 4marks

2O. List ten (10) ..r""o.t" for engine to become overheated. lomarks

21. Make a list of cooling system tests and check. lomarks

22.Whatare the advantages and disadvantages of air cooling? lomarks

Section III: Answer only one(1) question of your choice. lSmarks

28. a)Name the possible causes of low oil pressure and excessive oil pressure. l4marks
Uf wfrat is viscositY? lmark

24. After mounting the injection pump to the engine and checking that the alignment

and drive "o.[iing 
clearance are correct, it is necessary to bleed the fuel system and

run the enginl. Dlscribe the procedure' t5marks

25. Make a list of possible causes of engine overheating including those not caused by

cooling systern problems. l5marks
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